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UPLOAD PROFILE PICTURES
Users can now upload profile pictures directly from their mobile app. Most
photos are more available on mobile phones as people typically take pictures
with their phones, so this new feature will make it much easier for users to
update their profile images as needed.

MAKE RECURRING RESERVATIONS
Just as you can make recurring reservations in the Forum web application, you
can now create and manage these in the Forum Mobile Apps. Simply select
“Recurring” when selecting the date and time on the Search screen to find an asset that is available on
all dates of your recurrence.

IMPROVED FLOORPLAN SEARCH EXPERIENCE
Floorplans are now easier to view and book on the smaller phone-sized screens as the
maximum scale value for floorplan images was increased.
For a more intuitive experience, the time slider on the Floorplan View now defaults
the start time to the current time or 8:00AM, whichever is later, and the end time to
6pm or the current time, whichever is later.

ADDITONAL EASE OF USE AND STREAMLINED EXPERIENCE UPDATES
When making a same-day reservation that requires check-in, if the space is not already in use, the user
will be asked if they wish to start the meeting. This reduces the number of clicks and logins, and
provides an immediate way to confirm presence for the reservation.
When using the search function, all Filters can now be cleared at once making the experience easier for
those who need to quickly remove or change their search criteria.
To make accessing the app easier for those who use SAML login, the URLs are no longer case sensitive.
To provide easy access to additional information, the mobile apps now include an About page for the
app version, Privacy Policy and Terms of Service.
For more information about this release, please contact your Customer Success Team or reach out.
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